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Manuscript submission
↓
Manuscript number assignment
↓
Technical screening
Editorial office will assess manuscript for quality and adherence to the guidelines of the journal
↓
Editorial assignment
Editor-in-chief will assign Handling editor (editorial board member whose knowledge and expertise is matching with subject area) to the manuscript.
↓
With Editor
Handling editor will do initial assessment of the manuscript and decide whether to reject or send manuscript for further review process. This is first decision about manuscript.
↓
Reviewer assignment
Handling editor will assign three reviewers (experts from the subject area) to the manuscript for carrying out assessment of manuscript based on its merits and scientific credibility.
↓
With Reviewer
Reviewers will carry out assessment of manuscript and submit their comments to the Handling editor.
↓
Editorial Decision
The Handling Editor will prepare final report based on both his and the reviewer's comments about the manuscript and will convey a final remark to the Editor-in-chief. Based on his report and remark Editor-in-chief will make final decision about your manuscript like
Accept or Major Revision or Minor Revision or Reject

- Accepted manuscript will go to the publication after final editing and proof reading.
- Manuscript with major or minor revision needs to be resubmitted as a Revised manuscript after being revised as per reviewers comments and will undergo same review process.
- Rejected manuscripts should not be submitted again to the same journal.